
PLACEMENT GUIDE 

Our goal at Challenger Learning Center is to set every student up for success. The Commanders provide 

lots of support during the mission, but that being said, some teams are best suited for students with 

certain strengths or weaknesses. There are various ways to go about assigning teams to students, so this 

guide provides a list of teams and which skills each team uses, as well as a list of skills and which teams 

use them. 

Skills by Team 

This section will provide you with detailed descriptions of each team as well as some of the skills that 

station relies on. Some of the teams will have differences between Mars and Comet scenarios, and those 

differences are color coded. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

COM establishes a verbal link between Mission Control and the Space Craft. Each student uses a headset 

to speak over the intercom system to send and receive verbal messages. COM is the “voice” connecting 

the Astronauts and the Mission Controllers. 

Duties in Mission Control: 

 Send verbal messages 

 Receive verbal messages 

Duties in the Space Craft: 

 Send verbal messages 

 Receive verbal messages 

Main Skills: 

 Communication 

 Reading 

 Follows directions 

Other Notes: 

 Requires average teamwork 

 May need to pronounce some 

jargon (mission-specific) 

 

DATA 

DATA controls the messages for the mission. Each student is responsible for making a decision on how a 

message should be delivered based on a set of written instructions. DATA is the “message manager” that 

keeps important information moving. 

Duties in Mission Control: 

 Forward data using computer 

 Print messages for COM 

Duties in the Space Craft: 

 Forward data using computer 

 Print messages for COM 

Main Skills: 

 Reading 

 Able to use computer  

Other Notes: 

 Requires weak teamwork 

 Some fine motor skills (cutting 

with scissors) required 

 

  



MEDICAL 

MED performs basic medical tests on astronauts and analyzes the results in Mission Control. These tests 

include visual and auditory reaction time, skin temperature, and possibly blood pressure and heart rate. 

Duties in Mission Control: 

 Research various topics 

 Record data 

 Analyze data to obtain results 

Duties in the Space Craft: 

 Give verbal instructions to 

patients 

 Use a forehead thermometer and 

possibly blood pressure cuff 

Main Skills: 

 Reading and Comprehension  

 Math: average three numbers 

with decimals to hundredths 

place 

Other Notes: 

 Requires strong teamwork 

 Some fine motor skills (using 

equipment) 

ISOLATION 

ISO handles hazardous materials on the Space Craft by using robotic arms. The students on the ISO team 

work independently with these materials: radiation filters, micrometeoroid panels, or chemical bottles.  

Duties in Mission Control: 

 Research various topics 

 Record data 

 Analyze data to obtain results 

Duties in the Space Craft: 

 Operate a robotic arm 

 Send data using computer 

Main Skills: 

 Reading and Comprehension  

 Math: average three numbers 

with decimals to hundredths 

place 

Other Notes: 

 Requires weak teamwork 

 Fine motor skills required 

(operating robotic arm) 

LIFE SUPPORT 

LS tests various systems on the Space Craft and analyzes the results in Mission Control. These tests 

include environmental conditions, water supply, seed supply, the oxygen system, and solar energy. 

Duties in Mission Control: 

 Research various topics 

 Record data 

 Analyze data to obtain results 

 Find solutions to emergencies 

Duties in the Space Craft: 

 Perform tests which include 

flipping switches, checking 

readouts, working with chemicals 

 Send data using computer 

 Implement solutions to 

emergencies 

Main Skills: 

 Reading and Comprehension  

 Math: simple operations 

 Critical thinking 

Other Notes: 

 Requires strong teamwork 

 In charge of emergencies: must 

deal well with (some) pressure 

 Uses chemicals 

  



REMOTE 

Mars: REM is responsible for studying mineral samples with the hope of confirming that liquid water was 

once present on Mars. These samples are tested in the glove box to avoid contamination and the results 

are sent to Mars Control for analysis. 

Comet: REM is responsible for studying a plant sample growing in the greenhouse on board the Space 

Craft as well as micrometeoroids that may have come from a comet. These samples are tested in the 

glove box to avoid contamination and the results are sent to Mission Control for analysis. 

Duties in Mission Control: 

 Research various topics 

 Record data 

 Analyze data to obtain results 

Duties in the Space Craft: 

 Perform tests using a glove box 

which inhibits some motion 

 Send data using computer 

Main Skills: 

 Reading and Comprehension  

 Math: simple operations 

Other Notes: 

 Requires average teamwork 

 Fine motor skills required (using 

glove box, operating robotic arm) 

 

PROBE 

Mars: PROBE builds the motherboard of a probe that will be sent to study one of the Martian moons, and 

the PROBE team must decide whether that moon will be Phobos or Deimos. Mars Control has all of the 

instructions, which they deliver via headsets to the astronauts who physically build the probe. 

Comet: PROBE builds the motherboard of a probe that will be sent to study Comet Halley. Mission Control 

has all of the instructions, which they deliver via headsets to the astronauts who physically build the 

probe. 

Duties in Mission Control: 

 Give verbal directions 

 Research Martian moons 

 Calculate running total 

 Check for errors 

Duties in the Space Craft: 

 Follow verbal directions 

 Operate an electronic balance 

 Place parts on probe 

 Use cables to plug in parts 

 Calculate total mass of probe 

Main Skills: 

 Communication 

 Reading 

 Follows directions 

 Math: simple operations 

Other Notes: 

 Requires strong teamwork 

 Fine motor skills required (placing 

parts, plugging in cables) 

 

  



NAVIGATION 

Mars: NAV is responsible for determining the exact position of the Space Craft as it heads to Mars, 

bringing the Space Craft into orbit, plotting a landing path, and preparing for a return trip to Earth. These 

tasks are accomplished using a computer to run various simulations. Mars Control has all of the 

instructions, which they deliver via headsets to the astronauts who operate the computer. 

Comet: NAV is responsible for locating Comet Halley by looking at star fields on a computer, then 

determining the position of the comet by launching sensors and finally launching detectors to decide 

where the probe should be launched to. Mission Control has all of the instructions, which they deliver via 

headsets to the astronauts who operate the computer. 

Duties in Mission Control: 

 Give verbal directions 

 Check for errors 

 Make calculations 

Duties in the Space Craft: 

 Follow verbal directions 

 Operate a computer 

Main Skills: 

 Communication 

 Reading 

 Follows directions 

 Math: simple operations 

Other Notes: 

 Requires strong teamwork 

 

 

  



If your class has more than 32 students, there are additional teams that may be added to your mission. 

The teams on this page are only used if your class size is over 32 students. 

 

SPACE WEATHER (33 or 34 students total) 

SW monitors the Sun for any events that could pose a threat to the Space Craft and makes predictions 

based on various readings. Mission Control and the Space Craft work separately on various computer 

tasks to keep track of solar activity.  

Duties in Mission Control: 

 Follow written instructions 

 Operate a computer 

Duties in the Space Craft: 

 Follow written instructions 

 Operate a computer 

 Use the glove box 

Main Skills: 

 Reading 

 Follows directions 

Other Notes: 

 Requires weak teamwork 

 Fine motor skills recommended 

but not required (using glove box) 

 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICER (35 students total) 

PAO is responsible for documenting the mission by taking photographs, interviewing students from 

various stations, and informing the team of the mission’s progress. Students are invited to bring their 

own camera, or one will be provided. (Only one student per mission will act as PAO, as the mission cap is 

35 students.) 

Duties in Mission Control: 

 Take photos 

 Interview people 

Duties in the Space Craft: 

 Take photos 

 Interview people 

Main Skills: 

 Communication 

Other Notes: 

 Requires weak teamwork 

 Operates a digital camera (which 

can be provided) 

 

  



Teams by Skill 

This section will provide you with lists of skills, and how each job utilizes that skill. Some of the teams 

will have differences between Mars and Comet scenarios, and those differences are color coded. Note 

that for some of the teams, the side the student begins the mission working on (MC for Mission Control 

or SC for Space Craft) can have an impact on the difficulty of the job. 

 

MATH SKILLS 

Strong Average Weak 

NAV MC NAV MC COM MC / COM SC 

PROBE MC / PROBE SC NAV SC DATA MC / DATA SC 

LS MC / LS SC MEDMC / MEDSC SW (only for 33+ students) 

 REM MC / REM SC PAO (only for 35 students) 

 ISO 1 MC / ISO 1 SC  

 ISO 2 MC / ISO 2 SC  

 ISO 3 MC / ISO 3 SC  

 

 NAV: patterns, angles, coordinates 

 Med: averages, decimals 

 Probe: running total 

 ISO 3: averages, decimals 

 ISO 2: averages, decimals 

 REM: basic skills 

 LS: decimals 

 ISO 1: decimals 

 Com: NONE 

 Data: NONE 

 

READING SKILLS 

High Low 

NAV ISO 1* 

Med** ISO 2* 

Probe ISO 3* 

LS REM** 

COM DATA 

SW (only for 33+ students) PAO (only for 35 students) 

 

* Appropriate for ELD/ELL (no translator/helper): ISO 1, ISO 2 (best), ISO 3 

** Appropriate for ELD/ELL (with translator/helper): MED, REM 

  



COMMUNICATION TYPES 

Verbal Written 

COM MED 

NAV ISO 3 

PROBE ISO 2 

REM LS 

PAO (only for 35 students) ISO 1 

 DATA 

 PAO (only for 35 students) 

 

All students will receive verbal instructions from the Commanders and written instructions in their task 

card binders. This list sorts the teams by which form of instruction the students will predominantly be 

following. 

 

LEARNING STYLE 

Visual Auditory Kinesthetic 

NAV NAV* MED 

MED MED PROBE 

ISO 1 PROBE REM 

ISO 2 COM LS 

ISO 3 ISO 1 ISO 1 

REM ISO 2 ISO 2 

LS ISO 3 ISO 3 

COM  PAO (only for 35 students) 

DATA   

SW (only for 33+ students)   

 

* Auditory skills (following verbal instructions only) are necessary for these teams 

 

TEAMWORK/SOCIAL 

Strong Average Weak 

NAV REM DATA 

MED COM ISO 1 

PROBE  ISO 2 

LS  ISO 3 

  SW (only for 33+ students) 

  PAO (only for 35 students) 

 

Teamwork is a huge part of the mission and receives a lot of emphasis, but some teams require much 

stronger interpersonal skills than others. 

  



OTHER CONCERNS 

 Fine motor skills required: Data (cutting with scissors), Probe (placing parts), Remote (glove box), 

Isolation (operating robotic arm with joystick) 

 Good teams for leaders: NAV MC, LS, COM, PROBE 

 Good teams for shy kids: ISO 1, ISO 2, ISO 3, REM 

 Good teams for students significantly below grade level: MED, DATA 

 Wheelchair accessible? Absolutely! 

 Students with special needs: Contact us with any questions about accommodation! 

 

In general: your strongest students should fill the PROBE and NAV teams. Those two teams drive the 

mission forward, and are the most involved in accomplishing the objective of the mission. Every team is 

important, but ultimately we could operate the mission if they had to be cut for some reason. NAV and 

PROBE, on the other hand, are absolutely essential. 

If you have any questions regarding a specific student, one of our Challenger staff would be more than 

happy to assist you. There is a contact form on the website which can be used to reach us by e-mail, 

which is the fastest way to get a response. (www.sacramentoclc.com) Otherwise, you can call the 

museum at (916) 674-5000 and ask to speak with Challenger staff. 

We strongly believe that every student is able to succeed in a Challenger mission! Let us know how we 

can work together to accomplish this goal. 

 

 

 


